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Table 3. summary of Hα stars
No. ID RA(2000) Dec(2000) g’-i’ i’ EW Av 2MASS Remarks†
1 d-97 2:58:51.2 60:39:54.5 2.9 17.8 40.6 1.5 02585120+6039544∗
2 d-4 2:58:57.2 60:33:26.0 2.6 18.5 75.7 - 02585714+6033259∗
3 d-978 2:58:59.5 60:31:18.9 2.0 16.6 18.5 1.0 02585944+6031185∗
4 d-389 2:59:02.1 60:36:24.4 2.3 17.1 77.1 1.0 02590205+6036243∗
5 d-1012 2:59:05.8 60:32:57.6 - - 64.4 - w.c.
6 d-419 2:59:09.4 60:36:05.5 2.5 18.3 28.5 1.4 02590934+6036055∗
7 d-947 2:59:11.4 60:31:40.5 1.8 16.6 20.4 0.4 02591138+6031401∗
8 d-1011 2:59:11.7 60:34:21.5 2.6 18.5 57.4 0.0 02591173+6034215∗
9 d-409 2:59:12.5 60:36:10.7 2.9 18.8 43.8 - 02591244+6036108∗
10 d-860 2:59:16.1 60:32:25.0 2.7 18.2 15.8 1.7 02591600+6032247∗
11 d-1010 2:59:17.7 60:34:11.1 2.4 18.1 66.8 3.8 02591767+6034110∗ w.c.
12 d-1009 2:59:17.8 60:32:59.6 - - 76.9 - 02591793+6032594
13 d-1008 2:59:18.8 60:34:29.5 - - 84.4 - 02591888+6034296 w.c.
14 d-1007 2:59:19.4 60:34:22.0 - 19.9 53.7 -
15 d-716 2:59:19.4 60:33:38.9 2.4 18.0 11.1 - 02591937+6033387∗
16 d-385 2:59:21.4 60:36:27.6 2.5 18.4 25.6 - 02592138+6036275
17 d-872 2:59:23.3 60:32:19.9 2.8 18.1 11.7 3.4 02592323+6032194∗
18 d-1168 2:59:24.1 60:29:27.9 2.9 18.4 14.1 4.8 02592407+6029274∗
19 d-1006 2:59:24.8 60:35:16.1 - - 125.7 - w.c.
20 d-808 2:59:25.3 60:32:52.1 2.1 16.6 9.7 - 02592523+6032518∗
21 d-882 2:59:26.1 60:32:15.4 1.9 15.5 4.9 0.6 02592609+6032151∗
22 d-1160 2:59:26.4 60:29:31.8 2.4 16.8 18.8 2.0 02592632+6029314∗
23 d-758 2:59:28.5 60:33:19.6 3.0 18.2 36.6 3.5 02592849+6033194∗
24 d-873 2:59:30.1 60:32:19.5 2.4 18.4 39.9 0.0 02593010+6032191∗
25 d-1005 2:59:32.2 60:35:54.3 - - 1310.8 - 02593213+6035542 w.c.
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Table 3. (Continued.)
No. ID RA(2000) Dec(2000) g’-i’ i’ EW Av 2MASS Remarks†
26 d-393 2:59:32.8 60:36:20.7 2.6 18.2 31.6 - 02593276+6036207∗
27 d-1063 2:59:33.4 60:30:32.3 2.1 16.6 21.2 2.6 02593333+6030319∗
28 d-898 2:59:35.1 60:32:07.5 - 14.0 18.4 - 02593505+6032072∗
29 d-1004 2:59:36.5 60:36:05.8 - - 18.3 - w.c.
30 d-692 2:59:36.7 60:33:49.5 2.2 17.5 23.6 1.5 02593666+6033492∗
31 d-633 2:59:37.3 60:34:18.6 2.6 18.4 25.6 1.2 02593726+6034183∗
32 c-257 2:59:40.8 60:34:53.9 2.4 18.0 106.3 2.0 02594084+6034535∗
33 c-381 2:59:41.2 60:33:41.2 2.9 18.3 112.7 - 02594118+6033409∗
34 c-115 2:59:42.2 60:36:17.2 3.1 17.8 - - 02594223+6036167∗
35 c-195 2:59:42.3 60:35:27.6 1.5 17.0 4.8 - 02594233+6035273∗
36 c-1016 2:59:42.8 60:28:21.5 2.2 18.2 60.0 0.3 02594281+6028212∗
37 c-527 2:59:44.0 60:32:29.5 0.9 14.9 8.8 - 02594398+6032292∗
38 d-805 2:59:44.5 60:32:53.0 2.3 16.9 16.1 0.3 02594448+6032528∗
39 c-917 2:59:46.5 60:29:06.9 1.4 14.9 12.2 - 02594649+6029065∗
40 c-117 2:59:47.5 60:36:15.4 1.8 17.5 5.1 - 02594754+6036152
41 c-9 2:59:47.9 60:28:42.3 2.7 18.8 35.5 1.5 02594788+6028419
42 c-270 2:59:51.2 60:34:47.2 2.8 17.4 9.6 2.9 02595124+6034471∗
43 c-1001 2:59:51.3 60:27:15.6 - - 56.7 2.3 02595134+6027162
44 c-389 2:59:51.8 60:33:36.9 2.4 17.5 36.5 0.8 02595180+6033366∗
45 c-419 2:59:52.8 60:33:16.7 - - 1.9 - 02595285+6033169∗
46 d-762 2:59:52.9 60:33:17.1 - - 1.8 - 02595285+6033169∗
47 c-742 2:59:54.1 60:30:42.7 2.3 17.0 14.0 1.9 02595410+6030425∗
48 c-376 2:59:54.5 60:33:45.0 2.4 17.2 34.6 0.7 02595451+6033447∗
49 c-7 2:59:55.7 60:27:36.7 1.8 19.0 - - 02595566+6027364
50 c-566 3:00:03.6 60:32:05.8 1.8 16.2 3.3 - 03000367+6032056∗
51 c-1002 3:00:04.2 60:30:08.8 - - 118.8 - w.c.
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Table 3. (Continued.)
No. ID RA(2000) Dec(2000) g’-i’ i’ EW Av 2MASS Remarks†
52 c-1003 3:00:04.6 60:29:34.0 - - 113.5 - w.c.
53 c-1098 3:00:04.9 60:27:33.8 2.5 18.0 25.9 - 03000495+6027335∗
54 c-817 3:00:07.5 60:30:00.1 2.4 17.9 23.3 1.5 03000757+6030000∗
55 c-427 3:00:12.5 60:33:14.7 2.8 19.1 140.0 - 03001251+6033145
56 c-1004 3:00:20.5 60:32:33.8 - - 803.2 - w.c.
57 c-249 3:00:21.0 60:34:57.6 - - 5.1 1.6 03002093+6034574∗
58 c-1005 3:00:22.8 60:32:48.3 - - 43.8 4.8 03002340+6031517 w.c.
59 c-1007 3:00:23.5 60:31:52.0 - - 221.6 - w.c.
60 c-512 3:00:24.1 60:32:36.5 2.8 18.8 34.8 2.3 03002411+6032363
61 c-1034 3:00:25.5 60:28:10.0 2.5 16.9 37.7 - 03002550+6028098
62 c-162 3:00:27.1 60:35:45.4 2.9 18.6 31.8 4.0 03002719+6035452∗
63 c-875 3:00:28.6 60:29:28.4 2.2 16.6 6.7 1.8 03002861+6029281∗
64 c-922 3:00:31.8 60:29:04.2 2.9 18.4 28.2 4.2 03003188+6029041∗
65 c-1008 3:00:34.9 60:26:58.1 - - 176.5 -
66 c-522 3:00:38.9 60:32:29.6 - 18.8 663.1 2.1 03003896+6032295∗
67 c-1006 3:00:39.1 60:32:38.9 - 19.7 79.1 - w.c.
68 c-900 3:00:42.2 60:29:13.5 2.7 19.0 50.9 - 03004219+6029133
69 c-1010 3:00:43.5 60:34:51.7 - - 86.1 - w.c.
70 a-348 3:00:43.8 60:40:04.5 2.8 17.6 11.5 - 03004376+6040043 [OSP]13-1
71 c-896 3:00:43.8 60:29:16.3 2.8 18.0 9.0 1.6 03004383+6029162∗
72 c-707 3:00:44.0 60:30:59.1 2.7 18.3 149.0 3.2 03004398+6030590∗
73 a-344 3:00:44.8 60:40:09.2 2.9 17.9 53.4 0.0 03004476+6040092∗ [OSP]13-2
74 a-306 3:00:45.3 60:40:39.6 2.7 17.2 15.1 1.8 03004529+6040395∗ [OSP]13-3
75 c-653 3:00:46.3 60:31:23.1 3.2 18.4 17.5 - 03004638+6031232
76 a-365 3:00:46.5 60:39:52.8 2.6 18.1 39.6 - 03004648+6039525 [OSP]13-4
77 c-573 3:00:46.5 60:31:59.4 2.7 18.8 54.1 - 03004653+6031593∗ w.c.
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Table 3. (Continued.)
No. ID RA(2000) Dec(2000) g’-i’ i’ EW Av 2MASS Remarks†
78 c-938 3:00:47.1 60:28:53.9 2.8 18.1 45.9 1.2 03004713+6028535∗
79 c-1009 3:00:48.0 60:31:03.1 - - 16.0 1.3 03004788+6031027
80 a-1006 3:00:50.9 60:40:59.8 - - 342.5 - 03005085+6040596 w.c.,[OSP]13-5
81 a-393 3:00:51.0 60:39:36.6 2.9 17.0 111.6 2.8 03005107+6039360∗ [OSP]13-6
82 c-139 3:00:51.8 60:32:10.9 3.3 18.8 10.2 1.0 03005180+6032106∗
83 a-303 3:00:52.6 60:40:42.7 2.4 16.5 12.0 - 03005259+6040425 [OSP]13-9
84 a-402 3:00:52.7 60:39:31.9 2.7 17.7 118.8 1.0 03005265+6039317∗ [OSP]13-10
85 b-593 3:00:53.0 60:24:11.9 1.3 15.6 12.3 - 03005301+6024120∗
86 b-48 3:00:53.3 60:32:02.7 - - 133.5 6.6 03005327+6032024
87 a-387 3:00:54.4 60:39:39.2 2.6 16.3 10.5 3.1 03005443+6039390∗
88 a-379 3:00:55.4 60:39:42.9 - 18.8 1312.6 6.1 03005542+6039427∗ w.c.,[OSP]13-12
89 a-551 3:00:56.5 60:37:57.3 2.3 15.4 2.9 - 03005650+6037571∗
90 c-1050 3:00:56.6 60:28:01.3 1.9 18.1 8.9 -
91 c-816 3:00:56.8 60:29:58.7 2.6 17.0 1.6 1.9 03005684+6029585∗
92 b-141 3:00:57.17 60:32:43.1 2.6 17.1 13.0 - 03005718+6032427
93 b-274 3:00:57.9 60:30:13.5 3.0 18.1 31.3 1.4 03005792+6030133∗
94 b-372 3:00:59.6 60:28:21.7 2.7 17.0 12.7 2.8 03005963+6028216∗
95 a-175 3:01:01.0 60:42:51.8 1.1 14.4 2.4 - 03010102+6042517∗
96 b-357 3:01:01.2 60:28:39.5 2.6 16.8 7.3 2.4 03010125+6028394∗
97 b-41 3:01:02.9 60:31:22.8 - - 10.2 0.2 03010291+6031223∗ w.c.
98 b-42 3:01:04.2 60:31:25.6 - - 77.5 4.1 03010418+6031252∗ [OSP]14-1
99 b-594 3:01:04.3 60:24:09.4 2.8 17.3 31.2 2.6 03010435+6024093∗
100 b-191 3:01:05.2 60:31:55.6 2.2 15.2 48.0 0.9 03010520+6031552∗
101 b-1005 3:01:06.2 60:30:18.0 - - 178.3 - 03010623+6030176 w.c.,[OSP]14-3
102 a-1004 3:01:07.6 60:40:41.7 - - 165.6 - w.c.,[OSP]13-16
103 b-320 3:01:07.7 60:29:21.9 2.7 17.1 42.3 2.8 03010774+6029218∗ [OSP]14-5,[MIS]69
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Table 3. (Continued.)
No. ID RA(2000) Dec(2000) g’-i’ i’ EW Av 2MASS Remarks†
104 a-1005 3:01:08.1 60:39:01.5 2.8 19.2 62.5 - 03010811+6039014 w.c.,[OSP]13-17
105 b-1008 3:01:10.7 60:32:46.1 - - 87.9 - 03011073+6032461∗ w.c.
106 b-169 3:01:11.5 60:30:46.3 - 19.2 52.7 3.1 03011150+6030464∗ [OSP]14-6
107 a-1003 3:01:12.1 60:38:41.5 - 19.5 63.1 - 03011215+6038413 w.c.,[OSP]13-20
108 b-131 3:01:12.5 60:32:53.0 2.8 17.2 11.6 3.2 03011254+6032526∗
109 b-1009 3:01:12.8 60:33:10.5 - 18.9 47.8 - 03011280+6033100
110 b-162 3:01:13.0 60:28:51.7 - 19.0 53.7 - 03011296+6028516 [OSP]14-7
111 b-1003 3:01:16.0 60:29:47.0 - 19.0 12.8 3.7 03011610+6029470∗ [OSP]14-10
112 b-1006 3:01:17.0 60:30:45.6 - - 271.5 - [OSP]14-13
113 b-318 3:01:17.0 60:29:23.3 3.0 18.2 15.6 4.0 03011705+6029232∗ [OSP]14-12
114 b-167 3:01:17.7 60:29:32.0 - 19.1 4.1 - 03011770+6029322∗ [OSP]14-14
115 b-76 3:01:19.9 60:30:11.8 - - 61.7 - w.c.,[OSP]14-17
116 b-77 3:01:20.2 60:30:02.3 - - 24.4 - 03012024+6030024 [OSP]14-18,[MIS]41
117 b-299 3:01:20.3 60:29:49.3 1.6 14.3 8.5 0.0 03012029+6029493∗
118 b-554 3:01:20.8 60:24:44.9 1.0 14.3 12.9 - 03012082+6024449∗
119 b-81 3:01:21.1 60:29:44.4 - - 57.2 - 03012103+6029449 [OSP]14-22
120 b-343 3:01:21.6 60:28:56.6 - - 19.4 - 03012159+6028566∗
121 b-283 3:01:22.4 60:30:03.1 - 19.2 - - w.c.,[OSP]14-26
122 a-382 3:01:22.8 60:39:40.6 2.3 17.0 35.6 2.4 03012282+6039404∗ [OSP]13-21
123 b-1007 3:01:23.6 60:31:50.4 - - 97.5 1.9 03012352+6031507∗
124 b-175 3:01:24.0 60:30:42.5 - - - - 03012400+6030423∗ [OSP]14-29
125 b-306 3:01:25.5 60:29:39.1 3.2 17.7 24.8 3.4 03012556+6029392∗ [OSP]14-31
126 b-243 3:01:26.4 60:30:54.0 2.9 16.9 16.6 2.4 03012638+6030539∗ [OSP]14-32
127 b-88 3:01:27.2 60:30:56.9 - - 39.7 - 03012722+6030569∗ [OSP]14-33
128 b-220 3:01:29.3 60:31:13.8 2.8 17.1 58.5 3.0 03012930+6031136∗ [OSP]14-35,[MIS]48
129 b-323 3:01:30.7 60:29:14.9 2.2 16.1 - -
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Table 3. (Continued.)
No. ID RA(2000) Dec(2000) g’-i’ i’ EW Av 2MASS Remarks†
130 b-325 3:01:31.1 60:29:14.4 - 16.8 6.3 -
131 b-497 3:01:32.3 60:25:48.8 2.8 18.6 160.2 - 03013238+6025488∗
132 b-326 3:01:34.0 60:29:13.8 2.8 14.7 2.1 - 03013427+6029137
133 b-1001 3:01:36.4 60:29:06.1 - 19.2 24.1 - 03013640+6029061 w.c.,[OSP]14-41,[MIS]3
134 b-113 3:01:36.9 60:31:00.4 - - 37.9 3.0 03013695+6031007∗ [OSP]14-42
135 b-304 3:01:37.1 60:29:41.2 - 18.3 - - [OSP]14-43
136 b-1010 3:01:50.1 60:28:50.6 - - 43.2 - 03014997+6028505∗
137 b-136 3:01:54.0 60:32:49.5 3.1 17.7 15.2 3.1 03015404+6032493∗
138 b-269 3:01:57.9 60:30:22.4 1.5 14.6 1.5 - 03015787+6030223∗
139 b-189 3:01:59.8 60:31:55.1 2.7 16.5 - 2.8 03015984+6031549∗
∗good photometric quality in all three bands (J,H,K)
†w.c. means weak continuum.
†[OSP] Hα star from Ogura et al. (2002), [MIS] YSO candidate from Matsuyanagi et al. (2006)
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Abstract
We have made a new survey of emission-line stars in the W5E HII region to
investigate the population of PMS stars near the OB stars by using the Wide Field
Grism Spectrograph 2 (WFGS2). A total of 139 Hα emission stars were detected and
their g’i’-photometry was performed. The spatial distribution of them shows three
aggregates, i.e., two aggregates near the bright-rimmed clouds at the edge of W5E
HII region (BRC 13 and BRC 14) and one near the exciting O7V star. The age and
mass of each Hα star were estimated from the extinction corrected color-magnitude
diagram and theoretical evolutionary tracks. We found, for the first time in this
region, that the young stars near the exciting star are systematically older (4 Myr)
than those near the edge of the HII region (1 Myr). This result supports that the
formation of stars proceed sequentially from the center of HII region to the eastern
bright rim. We further suggest a possibility that the birth of low mass stars near
the exciting star of HII region precede the production of massive OB stars in the
pre-existing molecular cloud.
Key words: ISM:individual(W5) – ISM:HII regions – stars:formation – stars:pre-
main sequence
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1. Introduction
On the basis of the field star initial mass function (IMF) (Miller & Scalo 1979), one
would expect an OB-type star to form along with a few hundred low mass objects. Thus,
low mass members of OB associations are an important key to understand the main formation
process of stars in our Galaxy, but it is not easy to find them observationally (Bricen˜o et al.
2007). As they are too faint to observe and widely distributed in space, it is inevitable to
avoid the contamination by field stars. The systematic search for low-mass members of OB
associations demonstrated that some external agents are needed for the coordinated formation
of stars (Preibisch et al. 2002) or the termination of the low-mass star formation (Dolan &
Mathieu 2002). So far a large scale triggering of stellar birth by external pressure from HII
regions, stellar winds, and supernovae have been proposed for the formation of subgroups of OB
associations (e.g.,Preibisch & Zinnecker 2007). On the other hand, a small scale triggering also
seems operating in several other cases. Bright-rimmed clouds (BRCs) are typical sites of such
a small scale triggering by high pressure squeezing of the pre-existing clumps at the edge of HII
regions. Many observational works indicated that they are active sites of low-to-intermediate
mass star formation. It is difficult to estimate how a small scale triggering affects to the IMF,
but in some cases the triggering process may work to IMF locally (e.g., Getman et al. 2007).
The Cas OB6 association extends over several degrees and is made up of a large number
of active star forming regions spread along the Perseus arm of the Galaxy and is located at
a distance of about 2.3 kpc (Garmany & Stencel 1992; Massey et al. 1995). The chain of
HII regions W3/W4/W5 extends over 150 pc from west to east. Carpenter et al. (2000) found
evidence of many embedded star forming sites in the W3/W4/W5 regions using the IRAS
Point Source Catalog. They studied young clusters associated with the giant molecular cloud,
and discussed the triggered star formation hypothesis. W5 consists of two main components
of the ionized gas, the large western part (W5W) and the circular eastern part (W5E) of HII
region. O7V star HD18326 (BD +59 578) is located near the center of W5E and the primary
source of ionizing flux. W5E shows rather simple round structure with 40’ in diameter, which
corresponds to 27 pc, but has several bright rims along its eastern and northern perimeters.
Karr & Martin (2003) discussed the clustering lengths of high-to-intermediate mass
young stellar objects selected from IRAS sources and the associated timescales, and suggested
the formation of stars in the W5 region was triggered at the edge of the expanding HII region.
Also, an optical and infrared study (Deharveng et al. 1997) of the prominent bright rim BRC
14 or SFO14 (Sugitani et al. 1991), which is at the eastern rim of W5E, revealed an active star
formation site. They studied the massive pre-main sequence (PMS) object AFGL 4029-IRS1
(IRAS 02575+6017), which is deeply embedded (Av=25–30 mag) and luminous (> 104 L⊙),
illuminating a reflection nebula as a part of a rich star cluster. They suggested about 10% of
the mass of the parental cloud having been used to form B stars. A deeper near-infrared survey
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of faint YSO candidates of this cluster was conducted by Matsuyanagi et al. (2006). They
examined three indicators of stellar youth in three selected areas from outside the rim to the
molecular cloud, and showed all of them support the triggered formation of stars.
NIR survey is a powerful method to search for embedded PMS cluster inside molecular
clouds (e.g.,Lada & Lada 2003), but biased toward PMS stars with NIR excess. On the other
hand, Hα survey is biased toward those with strong Hα emission and low extinction. However,
Hα emission is readily detectable on grism spectrograms at moderate equivalent width. Thus
Hα survey remains an efficient and reliable way to identify PMS objects.
In this paper, we present the result of a wide field survey of emission-line stars in the
W5E region. Hα emission star is a good candidate of the PMS star, and a convenient probe
for investigation of the star formation history. If the exciting star of HII region was formed
together with low mass stars, we could find the young low mass members in the HII region.
Young members, often found in cluster, also provide a fossil record to understand the timescale
of star formation in giant molecular clouds. Therefore we have investigated the population of
PMS stars in large area including the inside of HII region and very near the OB stars, and
approach the sequence of star formation of this region.
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Table 1. Observed fields
Field RA(2000) Dec(2000) Number of Hα stars
W5E-a 3:01:09.9 +60:39:28.0 16
W5E-b 3:01:38.2 +60:29:00.3 45
W5E-c 3:00:16.9 +60:31:57.5 52
W5E-d 2:59:23.0 +60:35:24.0 40
2. Observations
The Hα survey and the optical photometry of the region were conducted in 2006
September 22 and 24. The sky condition during the run was mostly photometric, but the
second night a few cirrus cloud was observed. We used the Wide Field Grism Spectrograph
2 (WFGS2; Uehara et al. 2004) mounted on the University of Hawaii 2.2-m telescope. The
detector was a Tektronix 2048×2048 CCD, which gave a pixel scale of 0.34” pixel−1 and an
instrumental field of view of 11.5’ × 11.5’ at the focus f/10 of the telescope. The W5E region
including two conspicuous bright rims (BRC 13 or SFO13 and BRC 14) and the exciting source
was observed at four field positions both in the grism and the direct imaging mode of WFGS2.
Table 1 shows the coordinates of center of the observed fields.
In the grism mode, we obtained three 180 sec exposures for W5E-a field, and three 300
sec exposures for each of W5E-b,c,d fields for the slit-less spectroscopy with a wide-Hα filter
(FWHM=50nm) and a 300 line mm−1 grism. Direct images were also taken with g’ and i’-
band filters. Three 40 sec exposures for g’-band, and three 30 sec exposures for i’-band were
made. We used twilight images as flat fielding. Roughly 3–5 standards for the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) system were observed each night nearly at the same airmass ( difference of
< 0.1) as the target.
The data were reduced by using the IRAF software package. At first, we have picked up
stars in the short exposure Hα images by the DAOFIND package, and extracted the spectra of
them from grism images. One dimensional spectra of stars were investigated for the presence
of Hα emission line by eye. After three times of inspection, we have found 16, 45, 52, and 40
Hα stars in W5E-a, W5E-b, W5E-c, and W5E-d, respectively. We used the SPLOT package
to measure the equivalent width of Hα line in the spectra. Their coordinates were determined
from the pixel coordinates provided by the IRAF routines and the values of RA, Dec of a
network of nearly 10 reference stars, whose positions were referred to USNO-B catalog stars in
the field.
All the photometric measurements were made with the DAOPHOT package for aperture
photometry. The FWHM of the image is 2.7–3.0 pixel. In each field, ∼800–1800, and ∼2300–
3800 stars were measured above 5σ of the sky level with an accuracy of less than 0.1 mag in g’-
and i’-band, respectively. To correct the photometric quality by the variation of sky condition
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Table 2. Detected Hα stars
Group Hα stars EW<10 A˚ Remarks
A 16 2 BRC 13(SFO13)
B 56 9 BRC 14(SFO14)
C 67 11 around HD18326
in the second night, we used the stars in the overlapped region between the fields to adjust the
photometric zero points to the first night ( < 0.1 mag ). We then calibrated the stars to SDSS
system via standard from Smith et al. (2002). Ninety-one of Hα stars were measured in two
color bands. We used some stars in BRC 14 observed by Deharveng et al. (1997) to confirm
our photometric quality. The limiting magnitude at 10 σ level is slightly different depending
on the seeing condition, i.e., 21.9–22.1 mag in g’-band, and 21.2–21.6 mag in i’-band.
3. Results
3.1. Spatial Distribution of Emission-line Stars
As 14 stars are overlapped in the field, we detected a total of 139 Hα emission stars.
Figure 1 illustrates the spatial distribution of the detected Hα emission stars. Figure 2 shows
isodensity contours of the surface density of the Hα emission-line stars with the kernel method
(Gomez et al. 1993). We adopted a Gaussian shape for the density distribution of the kernel
with a smoothing parameter h=1.2’. Three groups associated with BRC 13, BRC 14, and the
central exciting star HD18326 are found. We denote them as the group A, B, and C for the
following discussion. The adopted boundary of each group is shown in figure 2. Table 2 shows
the number of Hα stars in each group.
Ogura et al. (2002) searched Hα stars and HH objects in and around 26 bright-rimmed
clouds listed mainly in the catalog of Sugitani et al. (1991) and Sugitani & Ogura (1994).
They detected as many as 460 Hα emission stars, and among them 24 and 47 Hα stars are near
BRC 13 and 14, respectively. About half of them are confirmed by our robust identification.
120 (86 %) of our Hα stars are identified with the 2MASS sources, and two thirds of them has
good photometric quality in J, H, Ks-bands.
Three groups of Hα stars, A, B, and C, are separated about 8 pc each other, and the
size of each group is 2.6 pc, 4.0 pc, and 3.8 pc for A, B, and C, respectively, in FWHM. The
number of Hα stars with small equivalent width ( < 10 A˚) is also shown in table 2. We could
not find firm evidence showing the difference of the relative number of weak-lined T Tauri star
candidates in three groups.
The exciting star lies at the ∼2 pc from the center of group C. OB stars may affect
the circumstellar environment of YSOs. Recently, Balog et al. (2007) investigated the spatial
distribution of Class II sources and O-type stars in NGC 2244. They found that the effect
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the detected Hα emission stars overlaid on the DSS2 R plate. The observed
field is indicated by solid line.
Fig. 2. Isodensity contours of Hα emission stars. OB stars in the observed field are denoted by open
circles. The isolines are drawn at intervals of 5× 102 stars per deg2, starting from 103 stars per deg2. The
boundary of the observed field is shown by dashed line. The prominent bright rims of BRC 13 and BRC
14 are sketched and shown by solid lines. The vertical line separating the group B and C is defined at
RA=3:00:40
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Fig. 3. The color-magnitude diagram of all stars measured in the W5E region. Hα emission stars in the
groups A,B, and C are marked as solid triangles, solid circles, and open circles, respectively.
of massive stars to the circumstellar disk of Class II sources is limited within 0.5 pc from the
massive stars. The displacement of the O-star and the peak of the group C may attribute to
such a configuration.
3.2. photometry
We have made g’ and i’-band photometry of 89 Hα stars. Figure 3 shows the position
of our Hα stars in a (g’-i’,i’) color-magnitude diagram. By using the effective wavelength of i’
and g’-band of SDSS system (Smith et al. 2002) and the equation of the parameterized Rv-
dependent extinction law (Cardelli et al. 1989), assuming Rv=3.1, we computed the extinction
vector, which is shown with an arrow in figure 3.
Although we have no further spectroscopic information on intrinsic colors of Hα stars, we
used available JHK data to make NIR Two-Color Diagram (TCD) and estimated the interstellar
extinction of these stars. Following the transformation equations by Carpenter (2001), we
converted NIR colors of Hα stars identified with the 2MASS Point Source Catalog into the
CIT system. Hα stars detected in J,H,Ks bands with good quality (AAA) and the photometric
error less than 0.1 magnitude are plotted in figure 4. The Hα emission stars in the groups A, B,
and C are shown as solid triangles, solid circles, and open circles, respectively. We also plotted
the main-sequence and giant (Bessell & Brett 1988; thick solid line), and the dereddenned
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Fig. 4. NIR two-color diagram of the Hα emission stars in the W5E region. Hα stars in A,B, and C are
shown as solid triangles, solid circles, and open circles, respectively.
T Tauri (TTS) locus (Meyer et al. 1997; dashed line). The reddening line (dotted line) is
adopted from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985). Tracing back Hα stars from the position on the TCD
to the dereddened locus of TTS along the reddening vector, we derived Av for each Hα star.
Considering the error of the color, we have added several stars below 0.1 mag in J-H of TTS
locus. Their Av value are assumed to be zero. Six of seven stars at H-K<0.2 and J-H<0.5 are
too faint to be intermediate-mass stars (J>12), indicating that most of them are background
stars.
The mean Av for Hα stars is 2.5 mag with a dispersion of 1.5 mag in the combined
groups A and B, while 1.9 mag with a dispersion of 1.3 mag in the group C. Hanson & Clayton
(1993) have studied the interstellar extinction properties of nine massive stars in Cas OB6.
They have determined the total visual extinction from near-IR color excesses using a fit to the
universal red to near-IR extinction curve. Av for Cas OB6 is between 1.9 and 3.1 mag, and for
IC 1848 (W5W) is around 2 mag. This is consistent with E(B-V)=0.69 for HD18326 (Savage
et al. 1985), adopting Rv=3.1, which means 2.1 mag. As the foreground extinction estimated
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Fig. 5. Extinction-corrected color-magnitude diagram of the Hα emission stars in the W5E region. Hα
emission stars in the groups A,B, and C are shown as solid triangles, solid circles, and open circles,
respectively the birthline and the 1, 3, 5, 10, 100 Myr isochrones of Palla & Stahler (1999) are overlapped,
as are the evolutionary tracks for masses from 0.2 to 2.0 M⊙, at an assumed distance of 2.3 kpc. The
Av=1 mag reddening vector runs almost parallel to the isochrones.
by Hanson & Clayton (1993) is about 2 mag for Cas OB6, there is almost no contribution to
Av from the dust associated with the W5E region near the exciting source.
Figure 5 is the extinction corrected color-magnitude diagram of the 53 Hα stars. The
properties of our Hα stars: serial number, identification number, position, photometric data,
equivalent width of Hα emission, Av, 2MASS name, and remarks are summarized in table 3.
4. Discussion
@
4.1. Sequential formation of stars
In order to estimate the mass and the age of each emission-line star, we adopted the
stellar models of Palla & Stahler (1999) as pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks. We con-
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verted their effective temperature and luminosity into the Johnson-Cousins system by using the
conversion table by Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) and then transformed them into the SDSS
system by the empirical equation by Jordi et al. (2006). The choice of theoretical pre-main
sequence evolutionary tracks are sensitive to the quantitative results. Especially, the models
have rather strong discrepancies in the regime of very low-mass stars. For example, Luhman
et al. (2003) evaluate available evolutionary models by the observational constraints, e.g.,
coevality and mass of the young multiple systems, and confirmed the consistency. They extend
the validity of theoretical models below a solar mass, and used the evolutionary model of Palla
& Stahler (1999) for M/M⊙ > 1 and the models of Baraffe et al. (1998) for M/M⊙ ≤ 1.
We used the evolutionary models with metallicity Z=0.02 and no overshooting for the
model of Siess et al. (2000) for comparison. However, we found the model of Siess et al.
(2000), which is converted to our photometric system by the table of Kenyon & Hartmann
(1995), gives similar mass from the model of Palla & Stahler (1999). It gives somewhat older
age in the mass range of 0.4–1.2 M⊙ compared to the model of Palla & Stahler (1999), but
not significant (20-30%). Furthermore, the results are not sensitive to the extinction assumed
because the reddening vector lies nearly along the isochrones.
We derived masses and ages of Hα stars from the color-magnitude diagram. We ig-
nored the effects of the unresolved binary companions and long term photometric variability
(Burningham et al. 2005) here. Figure 6 shows the histogram of (a) masses and (b) ages of
our Hα stars for two regions, i.e., two bright-rimmed regions (group A and B) and the central
region of HII region (group C). The logarithmic mean mass of Hα stars is 1.0 M⊙ and 0.9 M⊙
for the rim and central regions, respectively. The mass range of Hα stars picked up in the
present observations is between 0.2 M⊙ and 2.0 M⊙. The dispersion is rather large and there
is no clear difference of mass between the regions. The difference of age between the regions,
in contrast, is clear in figure 6b. The logarithmic mean age of Hα stars is 1 Myr and 4 Myr
for the rim and central regions, respectively. If we eliminate two stars nearly on the 100 Myr
isochrone in figure 5 as the field stars, the above mean age for the central region changes to
3 Myr. Nevertheless, the Hα stars near the central exciting star are systematically older than
those in the edge of HII region.
The youth of the sources in the rim region has been reported by many authors. For
example, Karr & Martin (2003) showed the distribution of high-to-intermediate mass YSOs,
and found four luminous YSOs in our rim region. The younger NIR sources embedded in the
BRC 14 have studied in detail by Matsuyanagi et al. (2006). They suggested the formation
of the low-mass stars in the BRC 14 proceeds from outside to the center of the cloud. With
an assumed velocity dispersion of 2 km s−1, the compact aggregate could have expanded to its
current radius of ∼ 2 pc in 1 Myr.
Spitzer Space Telescope observations indicate that Class I sources are concentrated in
the two embedded clusters near the edge of the molecular cloud (BRC 13, BRC 14), suggesting
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Fig. 6. The distribution of (a) masses and (b) ages of Hα emission stars, as read from the isochrones of
figure 5.
that these are currently the most active and ongoing sites of star formation in the cloud (Allen
et al. 2005). On the other hand, Class II sources are widely distributed well off the molecular
cloud into the adjacent HII region.
The lower limit of the age of the HII region is estimated from the expansion age of the
HII region, and the upper limit of the age is taken from the main sequence lifetime of the early
type star, giving between 1.7 and 3 Myr in age (Karr & Martin 2003). Thus, the stars in group
A and B and younger sources in the bright-rimmed clouds are suggested to have been formed
after the expansion of HII region.
For comparison, Class II sources, which have NIR colors explaining as the reddened TTS
between two parallel reddening line and above the TTS dereddened locus (Meyer et al. 1997)
in figure 4, are selected from the 2MASS catalog. We again used the stars or sources with good
quality, and photometric color error < 0.1 mag. We have found 7, 27, and 31 NIR Class II
sources in the group A, B, and C, respectively. Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of Hα
stars and NIR Class II sources overlaid on the 12CO (1-0) integrated intensity from the FCRAO
Outer Galaxy Survey (Heyer et al. 1998). The overall distribution of NIR Class II sources is
not evident as of the emission-line stars in figure 2, but is in clear correspondence. The sources
in group B appear to be separated into two peaks, which correspond to the objects embedded
in the bright rimmed molecular cloud BRC 14 and adjacent to the west side of BRC 14. It is
naturally explained that the NIR observations selectively picked up the embedded sources in
BRC 14. For example, Matsuyanagi et al. (2006) estimated average of the extinction is 7–8
mag for the YSO candidates with NIR excess in BRC 14.
CO molecular gas mainly delineates the W5E HII region in the form of shell as seen in
figure 7. Furthermore, another cloud component is the extending linear structure from BRC
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Fig. 7. Isodensity contours of Hα stars (solid lines) and NIR class II sources with NIR excesses (grey
lines) overlaid on a grey-scale image of the 12CO (1-0) integrated intensity between -57 and -32 km s−1
from the FCRAO Outer Galaxy Survey. The isolines are drawn at intervals of 5× 102 stars per deg2,
starting from 103 stars per deg2. HD18328 is shown in open circle and the boundary of our observed field
is shown by dashed line.
14 to the neighboring small HII region S201, which has a bipolar structure at the 13’ east of
BRC 14. There remains the possibility that stars in group C are in the background of the HII
region. However, their location probably reflects the original distribution of cloudy material
from which these stars formed. We suggest that they are the fossil record of the pre-existing
molecular cloud as the λ Orionis region extensively studied by Dolan & Mathieu (2002). The
formation of stars proceeds sequentially from the center of HII region to the eastern bright rim.
W5E contains one O star, HD18326, and 31 B stars within 30 arcmin from HD18326.
We have excluded one O star and four B stars associated with S201, reported from the NIR
photometry by Ojha et al. (2004). Since the mass of the most massive star, HD18326, is 30
M⊙ (O7V), the total mass of stars in W5E is estimated to be 1300 M⊙ (Larson 2003). If we
adopt the multiple-part power law universal IMF by Kroupa (2001), 32 OB stars suggest that
W5E contains 1300 stars with M > 0.1 M⊙, and 430 stars (33 % ) should be in the mass range
of 0.2 < M/M⊙ <2.0 M⊙, which was covered by the present observations. As the area that we
have covered is approximately a third or a fourth of the whole W5E HII region, the average
number of pre-main sequence stars expected from the Galactic-field universal IMF is 100–150
in our observed area. Although the present observations are not so deep and complete, we have
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picked up a considerable amount of low mass members in the HII region.
4.2. Star formation in the central region of HII region
Mathys (1987) suggested that OB stars in Cas OB6 are very young because none of
them evolved away from the main sequence. Also the age of the W5E HII region was suggested
to be less than 3 Myr (Karr & Martin 2003). Considering the observational uncertainty and the
age spread of star formation as a few Myr (Preibisch et al. 2002), the apparent age difference
between the W5E HII region and Hα stars in group C may not deny the coeval formation of OB
stars in W5E and low-mass stars. Supposing that Hα stars near the exciting star and OB stars
in W5E are the same generation, we could explain that they are formed by the superbubble.
W4, the giant HII region with a cavity next to W5, is excited by the open cluster IC 1805
(OCL 352) which contains eight O-type stars (Massey et al. 1995). IC 1805 is at the base
of the Galactic chimney (Normandeau et al. 1996), and a loop of HII reaching 1300 pc from
Galactic midplane (Reynolds et al. 2001). Oey et al. (2005) suggested W3/W4 have a
hierarchical triggering of star formation by superbubble. The first generation corresponds to
the superbubble of a 1300 pc loop and the Perseus chimney of 6-20 Myr old. Secondary, they
triggered the formation of IC 1795 of 3–5 Myr age, and thirdly the OB stars in IC 1795 triggered
the youngest (104 –105 yr) compact HII regions in W3. Carpenter et al. (2000) speculated that
the scattered and isolated low-mass clouds are the last remnants of a giant molecular cloud
that has been dispersed by OB stars. Thus, we speculate the superbubble also triggered the
formation of OB stars in W5E and dispersed TTS.
While it is evident that Hα stars in the rim regions are younger than those near the
exciting star (group C), the age difference between the stars in group C (4 Myr) and the exciting
star (< 3 Myr) may not be so clear. However, we should note that 4 Myr is a logarithmic mean
age of the aggregates, and a considerable number of low mass stars in group C might have
been formed by the time. Additionally, the main sequence life time of the earliest stars in the
neighbouring W5W region is 2.4 Myr (O6e; Karr & Martin 2003). Therefore, it is reasonable
to consider that the most massive star of the W5E region was formed after the birth of many
of low mass stars in a cluster. Nakamura & Li (2007) indicated the primordial turbulence
in the cluster-forming region is replaced with the protostellar outflow-driven turbulence in the
gravitational collapse time tg (∼ 0.6 Myr). They demonstrated that motions generated by
outflow keep the region in a quasi-equilibrium state through 3D MHD numerical simulation. In
their standard model, low mass stars started to form at 0.4 tg, and more than one hundred stars
have formed at the end of the simulation (2 tg). The majority of the formed stars are clustered
around the massive gas clumps. They speculate that massive cluster-forming clumps gradually
evolve toward a highly condensed pivotal state, the instant of singular core formation, through
a slow rate of star formation. The massive core automatically reaches to be a dynamic collapse
phase near the bottom of the cluster potential well and forms massive star(s) rapidly (Li &
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Nakamura 2006). Although it is difficult to discriminate the formation timing between young
stars and OB stars in HII region, their idea is still very attractive in the case of the W5E HII
region. The low mass star formation started in the pre-existing molecular cloud more than 4
Myr ago and they went through the outflow phase as their protostellar activity. Subsequently,
massive stars were formed in the massive molecular clumps in the highly condensed state, and
the UV radiation from the most massive star HD 18328 made the W5E HII region. Then
the primordial molecular gas associated with stars in group C was dissipated, and the young
embedded star aggregate is gravitationally unbound after the gas leaves. Finally, the ionizing
radiation from the O star drove the clouds at the peripheries of HII region to implode to form
stars. Now the most active star formation is in progress in the BRCs at the edge of the W5E
HII region.
Much larger survey covering the entire complex and spectroscopic followup of Hα stars
to idenify them more clearly as PMS stars is needed to clarify the star formation history of the
whole W5 region.
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